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Outstanding Musicians Convene
A t U N H for First Sousa Day Clinic
Brook House Faces
Discontinuance While
Residents Protest
Art major, Rupert Brown, puts finishing touches on his winning entry
for the Winter Carnival Poster Contest held recently by the Outing Club.
Rupert has distinguished himself in the past by designing the cover for an
album of recordings, produced here at the University, of college songs.

Student Incites Petition Crusade
To Tame Fury of Draft Vampire
by Ding Madden — News Editor
More fuel was heaped on the growing inferno of personal in
security and educational confusion as a petition circulated through
the hands of Durham students — gasping for erudition in a world
of perdition.
This petition, which poses as written proof of student concern
over the shortcomings of the system used in computing grade points
and class standings, stem n^d from of an interview with Dean Medsey, Professor Paul Mclntire, and a student. The interviewing stu
dent was Paul Standish, a proctor in H unter Hall.
Mr. Standish approached the admin
istrators as spokesman for a student de
linquent in his studies. This student’s
record was plagued with three “D ”
grades and two “F ” ’s. The conversation
grew in scope and revealed problems and
situations involving the entire male popuation of the university.
The essence of the situations and prob
lems discussed w as: the method em
ployed in computing scholastic stand
ards, and the method used in arriving
at who is to be included in the draftexempt upper third of the student body
are wrong. They should be changed to
cope with the adverse conditions brought
about by a state of national emergency.
The petition in affect states that a new
element has cast its shadow over the
male student; the threat of being drafted.
The scholastic standing of the Ameri
can male student has dropped consider
ably in the past six months according to
figures released by the National Educa
tional Association. This is traced to
personal insecurity and the fact that the
undergraduate must now labor under a
strain. This pressure however is non
existent as far as the women students

are concerned. They are blessed with a
“college as usual” situation and thus go
merrily along—filling the upper third
bracket.
The petition begs for a change. It ad
vances the suggestion that the male
standings be computed separately. - This
would give a list from which the upper
third of the male students # could be
given deferments. Since one third are
entitled to deferments, the new move
ment hopes to establish a situation where
that third is a third of the male stu
dents and not a third of the student body
as a whole.
The second feature of the petition is
to revamp the present drop and add sys
tem. That is ; all courses dropped with
a “F ” would not be figured into the
final grade point average. The “F ”
would not appear on the student’s record.
Paul Standish, instigator of the peti
tion, has voiced the hope that all stu
dents will fall behind this movement.
He states that it is a way by which
more of them can continue their edu(continued on page 8)

Dramatics Workshop, Stagecraft
Group Present Two Plays Tonight
Betty Johnston — Staff Writer
“ The Im portance of Being E rn e st”
T onight is the opening performance
of the shortened versions of two exoel- is a farce in which Mr. W ilde uses
lnt plays. “ A Doll’s H ouse,” by H en the plot and characters as vehicles for
rik Ibsen and “ The Im portance of putting across his glossy, sm art epi
Being E rn est,” by Oscar Wilde, are grams about social foibles. T he play
being presented tonight and tomorrow begins in London with two gentlemen
John
evenings by the students of English idly exchanging experiences.
47, the Dramatics W orkshop, and Arts W orthing, who is known as Ernest
35, Stagecraft. A monologue in three in London and as Uncle Jack by his
scenes, “ Speak to Me of Love,” by beautiful ward in his country home,
M ary Louise Hickey, will also be pre tells his companion th a t when he
sented with Janet H um phries playing wishes to go on an outing that he
says that he is going to see his
the part of Claire Wilson.
“A Doll’s H ouse” is a realistic troublesome imaginary brother in L on
social drama presenting the struggle don. The younger man, Algeron, de
between individual and society. The cides that he will visit the country
struggle is th at of N ora to obtain home and make love to the beautiful
individuality as the wife of a man who ward. A fter Algeron has been sucessis a slave to society. Nora and Tor- ful in his wooing, John comes home
vald have a superficial relationship, and announces that his brother Ernest
their home being a doll’s house in has suddenly died. This leads to many
which they play at being the ideal complications, but in the end we find
husband and father, wife, and mother. out w hat the importance of being
To give her husband a vacation which earnest is. The sucess of the play lies
he needs to restore his health, Nora in the fact that is is merry and jocund
starts to raise money secretly. Being and does not try to preach a sermon.
W alter Fisher is directing this play
ignorant in the ways of business, she
forges a check. W hen Torvald finds with John Brooks playing Jack W o r 
out, he flies into a rage telling Nora thing, George Em ery as Algernon
that she is not capable of being a wife ! Moncrief, Nancy Miller as Cecily Carand mother. N ora’s illusions are shat-; dew, Bunny H astings as Gwendolyn,
tered and she loses her faith in T o r - 1M rsr Opan G., Eggert as Lady Brack
vald, whom she had thought would nell, Rebecca Ely as Miss Prism, Skip
die for her. The plot ends sadly, but Scott as Rev. Canon Chasuble, Enfd
victoriously with N ora’s strength Hill as M erriman, and W aiter Fisher
championing T orvald’s weakness, when as Lane.
“ A D oll’s H ouse” and “ The Im por
she deserts him to find out w hat life
tance of Being E rn e st” will be given
really is.
Directed by
rofessor
Batcheller, at. New H am pshire H all tonight and
the characters in this play are Yvette tom orrow night at 8 p.m., th at’s Ja n 
Bergeron as Nora, David Ladd as uary 11 and 12. All seats are reserved
Torvald Helmer, K erry Rothstein as and tickets are 30 cents. These may
Nils Kregstad, Marlene Lebow as be bought at the Bookstore for the
Mrs. Linden, Frances Sherburne as Thursday night performance and at
the W ildcat for Friday.
Anne, and Patricia Sleezer as Ellen.

by Pete Ordway
Dean W oodruff disclosed last week
that the use of Brook House will be
discontinued after the end of this sem
ester. The reason for this is because
the house mother is leaving, and the
expense of running Brook House
would be too great.
As a result of this eviction, the
thirteen girls at Brook House are
greatly upset because it will mean that
they will be split up into more expen
sive dorms on the campus. Because
of this some of the girls who are work
ing their way through college may
not be able to return second semester
if they are forced to pay the added ex
pense of the larger dorms.
To quote K athryn Kennett, “ Except
by some unforseen good fortune of my
parents, I will not be able to return
for the second semester because of
lack of funds. I am now working my
way through college, and find it utterly
impossible to pay any m ore.” This
is not the only reason that the girls
are disturbed about leaving. Since the
(continued on page 8)

Air Force Selection
Team Coming Here
Juniors and seniors interested in
officer opportunities in the U. S. Air
Force will have a chance to find out
all answers next week right here on
campus. A United States Air Force
Cadet Selection Team will be here
from January 15 to 19 from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. daily in Pettee Hall.
According to Major H arrison O.
Stines, who is making arrangem ents
for the team, this visit is one of the
many being made to accredited col
lege campuses this year by U. S. Air
Force officers to provide college grad
uates with infomation on Air Force
officer training. The selection team
will be ready not only to answer all
questions but also is equipped to pro
cess any U N H men who qualify.
Major Stines stated that there are
three courses of training being offered
to qualified men.
1. Aviation Cadet Pilot T raining
consisting of one year of intensive
schooling in all phases of aviation.
Cadets receive $105 per month during
training and upon graduation are
awarded commissions as second lieu
tenants. O rdered to active duty as
flying officers, these men earn pay and
allowances amounting to almost $5000
per year.
2. Aviation Cadet N avigator T rain
ing consists of a-•year’s schooling in
the latest techniques of radar navi
gation. Cadets receive $105 per month
during training and upon graduation
are awarded commissions as second
lieutenants. O rdered to active duty
as flying officers, these men earn pay
and allowances amounting to almost
$5000 per year also.
3. Air Force Officer
Candidate
School consists of six months of train
ing in adm inistrative and technical
subjects. Students — men or women
— receive pay equal to that' of a staff
sergeant. Graduates are awarded comcissions as second lieutenants and recieve all pay and allowances due that
rank.
Cadets and students who do not
complete any of the three courses are
returned to civilian life.

Official Notices
All

students

of Notices

are

responsible

for

knowledge

appearing here.

Seniors. A tentative list of students
who will complete their requirements
for a degree at the end of the current
semester will be posted this week.
W ill all students who are in this cate
gory please check the list carefully and
report any errors or omissions to Mrs.
B artlett in the Recorder’s office.
Veterans. V eteran students who are
completing their requirements for
graduation this semester are requested
to report to the Bookstore to sign a
cap and gown voucher.

by Paula Webb
Band masters and music lovers from all over the East are ex
pected to convene on the University campus January 13 to salute
John Philip Sousa. As U N H plays host to the first band clinic of
its kind in all history, the 88-piece college band will revive the tra
ditions of the famous Sousa band as it performed under the baton
of the “March King” himself. George E. Reynolds, University Band
Conductor, is responsible for the conception of this band clinic,
which is to be the first in a series of similar clinics held throughout
the nation.
Mr. Reynolds explains that published
editions of Sousa marches do not give
the touches which Sousa added to the
originals in the development of his own
peculiar and popular brand of band
showmanship. Sousa wrote his marches
“on the fly”, taking no time to record
dynamics, accents, and special effects.
Published Sousa manuscripts are actual
ly incomplete. Copyrights on his music
are running out, abridged editions have
by Dr. Carroll S. Towle
been published, and we are, therefore,
Donald C. Babcock, Professor of Phil getting further and further away from
osophy, has once again appeared with a the rgal Sousa. Only a few men retain
poem in the Atlantic M onthly. Pre- knowledge of authentic Sousa tradition.
Original Members Attend
Valedictory, in the January issue, may
Three key members of the original
rightly be called a philosophical poem.
It may be called a confessional poem Sousa band will be^ on hand to direct
ton in a
sinrp thp rhpprful first I ^ University musicians in their demonper’son who appears throughout is cer-1 stration of showmanship patterns and
tainly Mr. Bobcock himslf. But this techniques of the late band master. They
“I” speaks too for all those who have a !
P r- jrari .Simon, former soto corphilosophy of something’s surviving be- netist and assistant conductor of the
yond death and past all time — “Time Sousa Band, now at the Cincinnati Con
is rather silly”. Philosophically speak servatory of Music; Mr. August Heling, we have here an expression of ideal mecke, bass drummer for Sousa, now a
member of the Goldman Band; and Mr.
ism over against materialism.
Sam Harris, Boston musician who
But how different an exprssion from formerly was solo clarinetist and perwhat you might expect! It is unrhymed sonal secretary to Sousa,
free verse; it is chatty and discursive; I In addition to two clinic sessions dediit is filled with colloquialisms, even cated to the Sousa ‘touch”, a public conslang ; and there are at least two of the cer*
Sousa compositions will be held
boldest puns you are likely to see for
the evening of January 13 at New
some time. Time, the target of Mr. 1
if- G
R fynoklus ^
Tj .
1 ,
,. ,
.
conduct the University band, with Dr.
Babcock s attack/ the villain of the piece, Frank Simon ag guest conductor. The
is always taking it on the lam , we can program will include some of Sousa’s
stand him up at last ’, and despite the unpublished marches from the personal
fact that he’s always keeping “your nose library of Dr. Simon. A special feato the grindstone” and announcing that ture of the concert will be the performit is exactly six seconds before ten ar}ce of Mr. Sousa’s only violin solo
o’clock “with the innocent moronic phiz j
with band accompaniment,
of a radio dial”, we “can stand him up at
Guests of the day will include J^hp
last”. I submit that seldom, if ever, Philip Sousa III, who is Assistant Edi,
,
,
,.
r
u tor of Tim e magazine. Representatives
has
villain
■ our t>
i. Mbeenti the
u object
i i of such of lim e c and L ife aare expected to *bea

Noted Writer Reviews
Dr. Babcock’s Poem
Printed in "Atlantic"

1 10mri a kv>
-1 kboth
fin 3philosophy
,ias anda the Present
on
around
bit in
V
h Sousa
readi Day^ to relate
Qtherproceedpractice of poetic expression and writes J j j d d memb^ of the Sousa famiwith the same assurance with which he { ex_Sousa bandmen, professional bandnow believes his Philosophy. If his ^
and
n
and’ £ gh school music
style is unexpected, it fits this I who
’ •
, uu 1 •
,
,»
i supervisors,
proposes to check in not out once h e ,
(continued on page seven)
has gotten rid of the I ime that is for- |
•
ever hanging around”. And as for the _
,
.
, _
body — “W hy, i wouldn’t be caught Students Interest In Foreign
dead with a body”. And there speaks T m v p | \A /:|| M p p t T o n i n h t
the economy of poetry, in a pun worthy,
“ “ ill /V ic ci l u m y i n
of John Donne, no less.
° .n Thursday, January 11, at 7 p.m.,
. 1 Emile Chagnon, campus representative
This is a timely poem (no pun in- for The Experim ent in International
tended!) and nowhere more so than one Living, an organization which plans
line worthy of quoting by itself. It and carries out trips abroad for colrepresents most of the whole poem and lege students, will conduct a meeting
indicates a resolution indispensable to in Murkland 14 for all interested stu
those who would really live:
dents. A 20 minute film, with sound
and full color, will be shown about a
“But, by the Eternal,
previous trip taken by students through
I am not expandable”
the Experim ent organization.

Dormitory Rates to Increase in
September; Operating Costs Rise
Rising costs of operating the U ni
versity are reflected in an increase in
dormitory rates effective in September
1951, recently recommended by the
Housing Committee and approved by
President Chandler.
Except for four of the smallest dor
mitories, the new rates represent a
basic $5-per-year increase, plus a $20per-year differential for single rooms.
Several years ago higher rates were
charged for single rooms than for
doubles but recently the rates for both
have been the same in each dormitory.
Establishm ent of the differential con
sequently reinstitutes a former practice.
The new rates have been determined
on the estimated cost of operating and
m aintaining the dormitories plus the
expense of meeting interest and am ort
ization on the bond issues still out
standing for the newer buildings. The
highest rates will be in the new dormi
tories.
These rates, reflect not only
increased costs of operation but also
increased costs of construction, as
under term s of the legislative act au
thorizing the borrowing of money for
the construction of these dormitories
the bonds issued m ust be retired out of
income from the new dormitories
themselves. The superior facilities of

the new buildings will compensate for
the somewhat higher rental.
At the request of the women stu
dents, Congreve N orth in the future
will be an upperclass dormitory. This
will make more single, rooms available
for upperclass women students. To
care for the freshmen formerly housed
in Congreve North, the new women’s
dorm itory will be assigned to fresh
men.
The complete schedule of rates for
next year is as follows:
Dorm itory and the rate per student
per academic year: New men’s dormi
tory $149 double, $160 single; New
women’s dorm itory $150 double, $170
single; Commons $105 double, $125
single; Fairchild $130 double, $150
single; East and W est $85 double, (no
singles); Schofield $100 double, $120
single; Smith $95 double, $115 single;
Congreve $1*50 double, $150 single;
Hetzel $130 double, $150 single;
Scott $130' double, $150 single; G rant
$100 double, $120 single; E ngelhardt
$115 double and triple, $135 single;
Gibbs $115 double and triple, $135
single; H unter $115 double and triple,
$135 single; College Road D orm itory
$90 double, $110 single; Brook House
$90 double, $110 single.
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Practical Radio Experience Gained Greek Ulorld D o r m D o ie ^ s "God of Creation” Is
Barb Dillon and Earle Gilbert
Margie Battles and Art Creightaon
Don
’Connor, Englehardt, has Title of Science Film
Flood
damage
over
vacation
at
Chi
By Students Through Workshop O solved the m ystery of “ The T h in g .” started aO fund
to aid Robert Smith,

Gathered about the piano, left to right, are Nelson Gile, Nancy Cole,
Priscilla Hartwell, Enid Hill, George Lyon, Don Morrison, George Pinker
ton, and Harry Van Siclen. They and others participated in Mike and Dial’s
complete day of radio broadcasting at station W M UR in Manchester recently.

by Leigh Cree
The thrill of hearing “You’re on the air” is offered to students
of the University of New Hampshire by Mike and Dial, the campus
radio workshop.
Under the guiding hand of Professor Edmund Cortez, a small
group of 30 active members receive actual experience in running
radio shows. Recently, W M U R in Manchester gave its facilities
to Mike and Dial for a complete day of broadcasting.
From 6:15 a.m. to 11 p.m., the UNH
radio enthusiasts raced through a typi
cal day at Station W M UR—announcing,
doing special shows and learning the
technical side of station operation. Two
special shows were written and produced
entirely by Mike and Dial members.
“A Day at U N H ” written by John
Scott ’52 and Clifford Herman ’51 and
a program of the top tunes on campus
played by the Wildcat band added the
collegiate touch to the day of radio ex
perience.
A new series of radio releases entitled
“The Music Room Show” is being pro
duced by Harry Van Sicklen ’53 for
spring broadcasting. Last year a series
of “Breakfast Club” reyiews with John
Scott as Master of Ceremonies hit the
air waves over W H EB in Portsmouth.
Through the facilities of W W N H in
Rochester and W HEB in Portsmouth,
Mike and Dial broadcasts publicity
shows for college organizations. Mask
and Dagger and W RA have often taken
advantages of the radio workshops facil
ities. Plans are being made for broad
casting interviews with the
Carnival
Queen and her aides previous to the
Outing Club’s 30th Annual Winter Car
nival.
The tape recorder used to transcribe
many of these on-the-spot broadcasts in
previous years has now reached time
for retirement. This will add to the
hardships of a limited radio studio in
“T ” Hall and hinder Mike and Dial ex
pansion. The President of Mike and
Dial, Priscilla Hartwell ’51 hopes the
tentative plans of developing several
studios in Murkland Hall will become
reality to give more students a chance to
participate in radio work.
Many Mike and Dial alumni have
graduated to the profession and now up
hold the standards and experience gained
in the radio workshop. Chief among
them is Sid Diamond ’42 now employed
at a suburban Boston Station. Two
undergraduates of Mike and Dial, John
Scott and George Lyons ’52 have had
practical experience in radio work at
W H EB Portsmouth and WMUR, Man
chester.
A foundation was built for the radio
workshop organization in 1939 by a small
group of radio hams interested in gain
ing experience in radio. A constitution
was drawn up 1940 when Professor Cor
tez and the late Professor Frederick
Jackson were asked to serve as advisors.
Little change has been made in the physi
cal makeup_of jMike and Dial but a larger
range of practical radio experience is
now offered interested students.
Recently initiated Mike and Dial mem
bers include: Deborah Atherton, W arren
Bodwell, Bradley Coburn, William Don
ahue, Charles Elute, Annabel Gove, Eralyann Ingraham, George Lyons, Ray
mond Matheson, Don Sandborn and Ro
berta Upton.

Commencement Committee
Starts W ork For June
The following subcommittees have
been announced by Dick Morse and
Ann Schultz, co-gene'ral chairmen of
the Senior Class General Commence
ment Committee:
Class Outing, H enry Stevens and
Leigh Cree; Commencement Ball, A1
Robinson and Bev Less&rd; Adminis
trative, Skip Little and P at W ood;
Ivy Planting, Ray Grady and Lois
Hayes; Publicity, Kenn Tufts; Class
Banquet, Madon MacDonald and Elle
Brocklebank; Informal Dance, Dick
Stevens and Maxine Armstrong.
A great deal of help is needed on
these committees if this year’s com
mencement program is to be made a
sucess. Any seniors interested are
urged to contact the chairmen of the
committee on which they would like to
serve.

Thursday, January 11
11:00 a.m. Special University Convo
cation — Field House — Speaker:
Erw in Canham, Editor of the
Christian Science M onitor; Liston
Pope, Dean of the Yale Divinity
School. Classes will be dismissed 1
from 10:45 to 12:00. All mem
bers of the U niversity are urged
and expected to attend.
4:00 O. T. Club — Pine Room M urk
land 14
6:45 Christian Science Organization
SCM Lounge
1
6:45 Canterbury Club — O rganiza
tion Room
7:00 Christian
Fellowship
movie
“ God of Creation” — Admission
free; Murkland Auditorium
7:30 American Association of Univer
sity W omen — Prof. David F.
Long will speak on “ America’s
Current P osition” — Congreve
South
7 :30 Stumpers — Pine Room
Friday. January 12
10:00 a.m. Meeting of State N utrition
Committee — Organization Room
Saturday, January 13
10:00 a.m. Sousa Band Clinic. Lec
tures and demonstrations by Frank
Simon, August Helmecke, and
Sam H arris. Admission on pay
ment of enrollment fee of $3.50
(including evening concert). —
N. H. Hall,
1:00 Concert bv the University of
New H ampshire Band conducted
by Dr. Frank Simon. Excerpts
from Sousa’s operas, solos for
cornet and violin, marches, a Sousa
Suite and several novelties. Ad
mission price $1.20 — N. H. Hall

I

the first basket case of the Korean war.
Good work, Don. . . Commons ex
tends an invitation to four Brook
House girls who are to lose their
abode. . . W onder if Bob Becker,
Hunter, is still looking for his clothes.
Rather chilly these days isn't it, Bob?
Evelyn Marsh, Scott, wants everyone
to know that she didn’t break her neck
. . . Sandwiches and donations at
East-W est resulted in them joining
the capitalists of Hunter with a TV
set. . . A nother Fair-child, Paul W hit
ney, joined the Air Force fly boys.
Question of the W eek: W hy is Bob
Chase, East-W est, so willing to de
liver X-mas presents to his buddies’
girls? Couldn’t be he enjoys dating
them after delivering said present,
could it? “ This way to the T h in g ”
has become a popular sign on the third
floor at South Congreve. Flash: Willy
Payson and Bruce Culter, Fairchild,
have finally finished the pyramid. . .
The boys with late classes at Hunter
haven’t had a good sleep since the
bull-dozer started its operations. . .
John Shaw, East-West, from now on
can be called Doc after being accepted
at Tufts Medical. . . Does Ann W orester of Schofield like to sport red
flannels in public or was it by force
perhaps by Dottie Desmarais and Barb
Gillis. . . Hetzel wishes to announce
the opening of the Palace Flophouse
and Grille. . . South Congreve girls
and their dates were entertained at a
tea Monday by Ginny Pace of South
and Bill Shea, SAE. . . Ron Sadow
isn’t the only Gibbs man seen frequent
ly at North Congreve. Does anyone
wonder why? The big problem at
College Road remains who came out
ahead in the nineteen-hour marathon
game. . . W ho is the twelve-year-old
Don Juan who calls Scott and then
gets cold feet?
The Q uadrangle’s
Snow Bowl was officially opened Sun
day with a post season game . Notice
the icing on L orry’s Scott left hand. .
W anted: A home for thirteen un(continued on page 8)

COLLEGE DINER
O pen under new ownership

Full Course Dinners including milk
60c

75c

85c

Coffee still 5 cents

O’Neil’s Grill

I

Jack O'Neil, Proprietor

|

1 Quality Food - Friendly Service

For College Graduates with Executive Ambitions
RETAILING OFFERS Y O U A
CAREER W ITH A FUTURE
Interesting, responsible positions in merchandising, adver
tising, fashion, management, personnel, or teaching await
men and women graduates of the foremost School of Re
tailing. A one-year graduate program leading to M aster’s
degree combines practical instruction, m arket contacts, and
supervised work experience — with pay — in leading New
York stores. Special programs for bachelor’s degree candi
dates and for non-degree students.
R E Q U E ST B U L L E T IN C-54

N E W Y O R K UNIVERSITY
S C H O O L OF RETAILING
100 Washington Square

Also Mr. Mot died from over-exposure
to the cold and having a ceiling fall
on him. . . . Is it true Miss Bobby
Shaw, Sigma Beta, is being drafted
into the W ACS? . . . A Korean war
monster with roving eyes is passing
time away in Alpha Chi’s living room
. . . . Carl Quimby is new prexy of
Acacia. . . .
Question of the W eek — How many
“ coming out p arties” did Rebel H ar
rington, Lambda Chi, attend this past
weekend in Southern Pines, N. C.? . .
How long has Gene Rice, Phi D U,
been using Camay, the soap of beauti
ful women? Perhaps the soap is part
of the new psychology of women Gene
is playing — at least a certain Phi Mu
claims it’s new. . . .
“ H ot D o g ” Jack Smith, SAE was
back for a short visit and reported in
true form. . . . New Pi K A officers—
Prexy A rt Flanagan; Vice-Pres. H arry
Plumb. . . . Question of the W eek
“ Second Installm ent” — Which Theta
U is dating Professors? W atch her
grade point! . . . Is it true Dpn Cal
lahan, Sigma Beta, is an advreor for
a Milton Girl Scout Troop?
The boys of Lambda Chi wish to
thank Chi Omega for the use of their
silverware after Lambda CH’s so mys
teriously disappeared. Quite a risk
wasn’t it girls? . . . W hy did it take
Stevie-boy, TKE, so long to get back
from Florida last week? Gas or class?
. . . It is rumored Paul Hebert, Phi
Mu Delta, is engaged to a telephone
operator from Dover! No wonder the
phone service has been poor. . . .
Elaine Henderson, Chi O, bedecked
with furs and other fabulous prizes
she won as queen of a Swedish Christ
mas Ball, is taking off for an expense
paid trip to Pinkham Notch the last
weekend of exams. . . . Junie Carbonneau, Kappa Sig, has found a new
love — a sweet St. Bernard. . . .
A certain red-head from Phi Alpha,
namely Bernard Kaminsky, is report
ed to be able to sleep with his eyes
open. Good trick if you can do it. . .
W hat Sigma Beta had to have some
bridge work replaced after Christmas
vacation?
W hat happenen, Danny?
. . . . Pam Low, Theta U, is reported
back in form! . .
Pinnings: Tony Bahros, Kappa Sig,
to Dixie Lee, Boston; W in Dole, Phi
Mu Delta, to M arsha W hittaker, N orth
Congreve; “ R u sty ” Donovan, Alpha
Xi, to Bruce Barber, SAE; Dona
Greenly, Alpha Chi, to H arold Rich
ardson, Annapolis; Gracie Austin, A l
pha Chi, to Peter Schmidt, formerly
of Phi Mu Delta, now in K arlsruhr,
Germany; Bob Jenisch, Pi K A, to
Janie Lepisto, Troy, N H .; Phyllis
W hite, Phi Mu, to Louis Buttrick,
(continued on page 7)

1 a.m. to 12 p. m.

|

‘Plot Your Course
Start your climb to the top with a year of Naviga
tion training in the U. S. Air Force . . . training
that pays off when you proudly pin on those Navi
gator’s wings, with that starting salary close to
$5,000 . . . if you can qualify.
Choose Your Point of Departure

... Climb on

Course

In navigator’s language,
that means "plan ahead.”
Your point of departure is
the Aviation Cadet Selec
tion Team soon to visit
your campus. See that
team . . . and plan now to
climb on course.
Get on Top... Stay on Top...
with the U. S. Air Force!
miiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiaiuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

New York 3, N. Y.

|

II.S. AIRFORCE

A science film in color entitled “ God
of Creation” will be presented in
Murkland Auditorium on Thursday,
January 11 at 7 p.m. and again at
8 p.m. The film is being shown
under the auspices of the New H am p
shire Christian Fellowship. Everyone
is cordially invited to attend and no
admission fee will be charged.
The movie explains in easy-to-understand language the marvels of astron
omy, natural science, and the microscropic world. Awe-inspiring scenes
disclose the size and number of heavonly bodies. The hand of God in
nature is dem onstrated by photosyn
thesis, the mysterious food-manufacIturing process that takes place within
the tiny cells o.f leaves.

Meader’s |
Flower Shop |
Flow ers for all occasions

1

Corsages a specialty
Phone 158
10 Third St.
Dover, N. H. =
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On the Spot

ON CAM PUS
with Dave Cunniff
This column doesn’t generally go in
for criticism of the efforts of that great
Amercian dream factory known as
Hollywood, California. The products we
see in our ivory cinema houses week
after week are usually too puerile to
criticize — indeed, most of them would
have to rise several degrees in the point
of artistic excellence to merit any seri
ous /Consideration. But last Sunday this
reporter had the great pleasure to see a
thoroughly magnificient work of art, a
picture which accurately and soberly pre
sented an episode in the lives of a ma
ture group of people. The title was
“All About Eve.”
The film is concerned with the rise of
a super-ambitious young woman to the
top of the acting profession, the wiles
she used, the ruin and unhappiness she
caused, and her final ‘success.” Actors,
critics, producers and directors people
the screen realistically, uhglomorously.
The audience is entertained on all levels,
and something serious is said.
The virtues of the film were many.
The most obvious point of excellence was
the most symptomatic: even though the
cast include stellar attractions like Bette
Davis, George Saunders, and Ann Bax
ter, the big names were sublimated to
the big picture — in other words, the
picture will be remembered primarily,
the stars secondarily. The actors them
selves seemed to be aware of this. They
worked in a manner which indicated
great care and the knowledge that the
picture was of that level which must be
risen to. No one loafed. No one got
along on a pair of broad shoulders or
their feminine counterparts. No one
filled the screen with a pearly set of
choppers. Everyone strove to fill his
place in the plot — not flashily or glam
orously, but appropriately. There was
taste in the execution of the film.
The same characteristic marked the
film’s script. The writing was sophisicated and mature. The characters had
depth and complexity — there were no
black-and-white values presented to the
addled mind of the average film viewer.
H e Had To T hink! A revolution in
itself, certainly. Besides that, well, read
this bit of the dialogue. Eve says about
applause:
It’s like waves of love,
rolling over the footlights.”
Poetry has returned to the theatre in
Christopher Fry’s production “The
Lady’s Not For Burning.” It has ar
rived in Hollywood. Again, the words
used in the dialogue were not those
which one usually .hears in the flicks.
“Megalomania” and “manure spreaders”
were two much, noteworthy, the one for
its specialized meaning, the other for
its frankness — the manure spreader is
a critic.
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The films next virtue is again in its
plot. There was no happy ending. That’s
not new. The villain always gets it in
the end. But in this picture, Eve, after
she has reached the top of the acting
profession, is doomed, not to failure, but
to success. Ye, Gods, what a revolution.
This is undoubtedly the most noteworthy
addition Hollywood has made to the
significance of American theatrical art.
A person doomed to success in America?
Impossible! But the picture gently and
uncomfortably reminds us that it is per
fectly possible indeed, and quite, quite
probable.
Of course, the jerks in the audience
had a wonderful time. Bette Davis is
told she is lovely. The lady in front of
me drew her two-hundred pounds high
in her seat with a hearty guffaw, then
settled down again to her popcorn. “Her
lovely!” she snorted. “Why she isn’t
even pretty!” This disgusted me. Ap
parently one doesn’t fall in love in the
movies unless the object of one’s effections is “glamorous;” This barbaric
attitude toward the human spirit reflects
something terribly, nauseatingly, crude
and cruel in the minds of our beloved
masses. I leaned forward and dropped a
pellet of strychnine into her popcorn and
settled back to enjoy the show. I al
ways did favor Enthanasia.
But the success of this picture both
financially and artistically points out
something for the movie makers. They
have produced generations of schmaltzy
pictures to appease the insatiable desire
of the schmaltzy masses. Now, Holly
wood can branch out artistically without
fear of a boycot of the box office. The
faqt is that Americans have got the
movie habit, and they’re not going to lose
it. They go to the theatre just for the
sake of going. As long as this is true,
and as long as the serious picture costs
less than the extravaganza, the oppor
tunity to do something worth-while is at
hand. Go to it, Hollywood, you’ve been
emancipated from the control of the
masses. Go to it, and three cheers for
a j ob well done!

Agreement, But

Rushing Proposal

At this time

Give

.

Allen Peters, another disappointed college
student, uses this newspaper for a vwailing wall
this week in the letters column. He feels that
the more important factors of a University edu
cation are slighted here and in the other colleges
around the country. We can only agree with
him. Too many people agree with him, unfortu
nately. A solution is very badly needed.
W hat are the factors behind this disillu
sioned attitude? First, too many people are be
ing educated. All men may be created equal,
but by George, a lot of them aren’t created equal
to a college education. But if the masses are to
be educated, the general level of education must
inevitably drop.

It is impossible
Secondly, almost no one comes to college to
learn any more — people would just as soon
plunk down $3,000 or so at T-Hall during Orien
tation Week and get a sheepskin in exchange.
College is merely a back door to a white-collar
heaven. The Philistines have taken over the
campuses.
Thirdly, and quite unfortunately, the day of
the productive bull session seems to have gone
— there is simply no place to go and talk with
serious-minded people any more. The intellect
uals are huddled off into their separate corners.
Some of them are even afraid

For improvement
We feel that three things are necessary for
an education. They are: first, selected classes
where the professors won’t have to wait for the
aggressively stupid at least. Small classes of
good students where work can be got done.
Second, there must be an intellectual attitude in
the student body, an attitude of curiosity about
the way things are, and should be. Third, there
must be places where the thinkers can gather to
gether and talk without fear of punishment ot
derision by the boors.
Peters, you haven’t much of a chance. We
sympathize with you in the main, but there is
nothing that we can do. Too bad.
D. L. C.

Second Glance
Just

.

The time of year nears when administrative
and faculty officials will begin the sorting of the
Letters to the Editor
“chaff from the wheat”. The material set aside
Hustle —
from the finer stock will not be large; an average
Dear E ditor:
of 3 percent of the entire student body number
Can anyone explain the purpose and,
ing nearly 3,400 will probably be dismissed from
more to the point, the good of all this
their studies here.
rush, rush that is found in college
This is not a happy time of the year for any
courses today? The students do not like
one. In the business offices in T-Hall, officials
it, the instructors are disgruntled with it,
and our most sincere educators are ap will be scanning the dismissals with an anxious
palled by it. Who, then, are the per eye — the college can not afford to lose any
petrators of this vile, once-over-lightly tuition-paying students. The faculty will check
system?
a
Usually before a student enters col carefully the type of student dismissed
lege, he has been impressed with the flunked student is a credit to no one, and is '
awesome authority of university knowl often considered a blemish *on an instructor’s
edge. During grade school and high records. The student body will spend anxious
school, his questions to complex prob
lems have been many times put off with moments checking on the status of close friends
“You will learn all that when you get during the first week in February — nearly
to college.” Even his parents are im everyone will know intimately at least one stu
bued with this fallacy and, in many dent who has failed. The “flunkee” himself will
cases, sacrifice greatly in order to send have many anxious moments — there are few
their son to the-university where he can,
to put it simply, “learn something.” who want to leave this institution, and then there
is always the problem of facing parents, friends
They also mean' learning how to express
himself so that he can talk and write
and the draft.
intelligently.
But to the critical observor, there are some
But after a couple months of college, merits to this period in the academic life of the
the student is not impressed with his
college. The final results will show that this
personal absorption of knowledge; rather
he is impressed with the fantastic race— college judges all students strictly on their aca
the herculean endeavor to cram volumes
demic worth, regardless of whether they be out
of widely divergent matter into his be standing athletes, t>e sons_ or daughters of
wildered head. And all in an incredibly
wealthy individuals, offspring of politically
short time.
Discussion in his classes, which is so prominent parents, or just another student^ at
vital to real learning, is held to a bare tempting to make his way through life a little
minimum, and in some cases not at all. bit easier and quite a bit more useful.

The pages of material he is required to
Think
read are filled with many “moot ques
tions,” but he hardly ever gets a chance
To a member of this institution, there is
to discuss them. On points that he and
always an iconic observation which may be
his classmates would like t6 stop and
really “beat it into the\ ground,” they made during the early days of February. _ For
are palliated with, “We can’t stop. We a perfectly deductable reason, student criticism
must hurry on. We can’t afford to get of the educational values and attributes of this
behind!”
University is practically non-existant — every
The student can’t stop to be nourished
and to assimilate knowledge. He must one is too well aware that the college does have
fly through, like the chicken in Army some very strong values which it enforces fairly
soup, leaving behind only a vague trace and strictly. During the other eleven months
of desired understanding. It is a fine of the year, students are frequently heard com
thing to sow the seed, but unless it is
tamped in, how can one expect it to plaining about-the “easiness” of UNH, the low
standards of the educational system here, the
grow ?
But during
After awhile, he usually become ac weak and deteriorating faculty.
customed to his gnawing frustration and Feb., these remarks are significantly withheld.
lapses into a state of apathetic acqui
If each student would evaluate the stand
escence. Here he resides until he be
comes a mute senior, whose main interest ards of this University throughout the year as
is “getting through, getting a job, and he does during the month of February, we would
hear little of the false, magligning statements
making some money.”
If he subjects himself to retrosepction, carelessly thrown out by _ running mouths.
he is aware, ^fter four years, that he has
Rather, this college would rise to the ^position
acquired some odd bits of knowledge.
Among these, he finds he has learned to it merits and is entitled to in this state s educa
anticipate requirements — so that he tional program.
would know what topics a professor
. . . Again
would hit in an exam ! He has learned
Indicative of the smallness inherent in
to speak (when he had a chance!) and
write his ignorance eloquently — so that some of our student body and state-wide citizen
he could bluff his way with jargon and ry is the fact that very few out-of-state students
be credited as ‘a student who tried.” He ever complain about “low academic standards”.
has developed the art (through numerous
lectures) of fixing an attentive look on They have been refreshingly brought up in
his face — so that he could sleep with areas where the critical eye examines the col
lege fairly and squarely — not through the rum(continued on page 6)

.

Should I join a fraternity? . . . And if so,
which fraternity should I join? These are two
questions that numerous freshmen and some
upperclassmen have been confronted with for
the past five weeks. For members of the Class
of 1954, it has been a particularly difficult ques
tion to answer. It has been one of the first ma
jor decisions' that freshmen have been forced to
make. The problem has come to a climax early
in their college life at a time when most mem
bers of the class have not yet fully adjusted
themselves to the new environment.
It is the idea of many, including some who
have been recently pledged that fraternity rush
ing should be limited to the three upper classes,
or at least; to second semester freshmen. Some
people believe that it is neither necessary nor
desirable for freshmen to join fraternities be
cause of their new academic demands, the tran
sition from high school to college, and the center
ing of attention to a small social group rather
than the class as a whole.

.

Time

.

Newcomers to college should spend more
time becoming adjusted to college life and meet
ing members of their class rather than a small
group in fraternities. I t ’s nice to be a fraternity
brother as a freshman as it makes a closer bond
between yourself and others on campus, it pro
vides a focus for activity, and offers a member
hand, inexpensive entertainment and recreation.
However, too often the best things of fraternity
life are emphasized to the distraction of Uni
versity spirit and other obligations.
Joining a fraternity as a freshman presents
a new source of interest and activity on campus,
but this is not needed by a member of the fresh
men class because college life as a whole pre
sents enough new interests and activities.

Time
Three years of fraternity life should be am
ple time to enjoy the accompanying activities
and will also insure active interest, enthusiasm,
and participation in fraternity affairs without the
lessening of other undertakings.
Although it is too late to do anything about
it for this year’s Freshman class, it would be
wise for the Inter-Fraternity Council to study a
proposal which would allow fraternities to rush
only members of the three upper classes or only
second semester Freshmen.
L. C. G.

An Honor System
(The following editorial was taken from THE
DAILY DARTMOUTH.)

For

.

“ . . . The Academic Committee feels . . .
that the responsibilities that must be assumed
under an honor system are comparable to those
which we will be called upon to bear through
out the remainder of our lives when there will
be no proctors in attendance to reinforce our
own moral fiber.”
The Academic Committee has decided that
now is the most propitious time for instituting
an honor system at Dartmouth.

.

.

.

New

.

.

.

At best, tonight’s proposal can be regarded
as still being in the embryo stage. Revision and
Council recommendations are expected and
necessary. Review by the faculty council and
final approval by a referendum covering the
entire student body will also be required before
the plan can be put into effect.
We feel that even the presentation of such
a skeleton plan is a long overdue step in the
right direction. We have long realized that col
leges such as Princeton, Wesleyan, Virginia and
many others have honor systems that work and
work well.
Dartmouth prides itself in the fact that it
turns out a mature type of student who is pre
pared to take an active role in the world he faces
upon graduation. Our whole liberal arts cur
riculum, culminating in a Great Issues course, is
designed to make us mature, well-informed and
responsible citizens.

.

Values

Yet, we have always contended that no true
measure of responsibility can ever be obtained
until we are exposed to a system that will ac
centuate the development of our individual
honesty and sense of values. As the Academic
Committee has pointed out, there will be no
proctors to reinforce our moral fiber in later life.
To make this end possible, it is necessary
for all of us to do some serious and honest think
ing about such a system now. For it is only
through student support and student coopera
tion that such a system will ever become a work
ing reality.
blings of a sensational, much discredited press,
or from second hand comments of petty individ
uals who cannot analyze the whole without
making a part predominant. Ask an out-of-state
student here what he thinks about the college,
why he came to this college, if you want to con
vince yourself.
But, time is long and memories are short.
Soon the old bombasting will reappear and the
lessons learned from finals will be forgotten.
Regrettably.
W. A. G.
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Mooradians Stopped by
Springfield Five 5 8 -4 8

Petroski's Drop Scrimmage
To Dartmouth Squad 9-1.

Coach P at Petroski’s U N H hockey
squad, with only two ice sessions to
their benefit, and hardly ready for for
mal competition, found themselves in
the midst of some trying game pres
sure Saturday in a staged exhibition
game at D artmouth.
The affair, planned as a pre-season
scrimmage, approached game propor
tions when the Cats reached Hanover,
with nearly a thousand Indian fans on
hand and a regular broadcast carry
ing the fray over the D artm outh
Broadcasting System.
Eddie Jerem iah’s well drilled and
finely conditioned squad amassed a 9-1
win over the Cats, but the Petroskis
gained invaluable aid despite the loss.
The Indians led 3-0 at the end of the
first period, 7-0 at the end of the
second and outscored U N H by a
single goal 2-1 in the third session.
Petroski was satisfied with his
squad’s effort as a whole. H e used
Captain W ally Fournier as a center
of his front line with A1 Adams and
Ken Sears on the wings. Bill Payson,
Gil Bray and Tommy Dolan comprised
the all-sophomore second attack.
x., ^
Bob
Houley and Norm Coucet
shared the goal tending equally and
both turned in commendable jobs.
Houley will be the Cats’ probable
starter when their regular season gets
Bill Haubrich
underway.
Joe Whelton
The Petroskis open their home sea
son tonight at 4 p.m. on the Lewis
by Tom Kirkbride — Staff Writer
Field H ouse rink against Norwich.
Led by Hymie Gordon, the basket-happy Cats of Andy Moor- They meet M IT and Bowdoin in
here Saturday and Tuesday.
adian put on their best display of the young season as they bowed games
The Saturday engagement with the
out to John Bunn’s Springfield Gymnasts last Friday evening before Engineers is a 2 p.m. game.

2000 rollicking patrons of the hoop game in the Lewis Field House,
58-48.
Intramural Schedule
A1 Shutts, brilliant Maroon sophomore, initiated the first period January 12: T heta Chi vs. W ent
w orth Acres; SAE vs. Applied
scoring as he dunked a one-hander from the foul circle. A moment
Farm ers; College Road Dorm
later, the Cats went ahead on Bill Haubrich’s foul shot and Hymie
vs. Gibbs; Phi D U vs. Hetzel.
Gordon’s hook from the side. This proved to be the only time in January 15; Fairchild vs. Applied
F a rm e rs ;. E nglehardt vs. Com
the course of the game that the Mooradians led, as set shots by Jim
mons; Wentworth Acres vs. Phi
Pelcher, All Shutts, and Jim Hart put the Gymnasts in the fore at
D U; T K E vs. Pi K A.
the period’s end, 17-6.
Patronize Our Advertisers

The Cats came alive in the second
quarter. Spurred by the play of Cos
Sficas and Gordon, and crowd enthusi
asm, they narrowed the Springfield mar
gin to seven points. Joe Whelton hit
on a beauty from the right-hand cor
ner, and George Ford and Cos Sficas
followed him with long two-pointers
from the outside. The half ended with
the visitors still out in front, 28-21.
The tension mounted in the third peri
od, as Bill Haubrich and Ted Trudell
proved effective on the foul line, and
Hymie Gordon once again found his
hook shot. Looping them in as he did
as a freshman, he connected in nine of
15 second-half shots, and kept the Cats
in the game until the final minutes.
A big blow to the home cause was the
loss of Cos Sficas on personals With
the fiery little team-steadier absent,
Springfield forged further ahead and
went on to win by ten points.
Afterwards, John Bunn said that this
New Hampshire team was the best he
had ever seen. We think, despite the
loss, that after Friday’s exhibition many
Cat fans would agree with him.
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Andy M ooradian’s W ildcats take to
the road Saturday for the first part of
a two game tune-up in preparation of
their greatest test of the semester
January 20; the Rams of Rhode Island
State. The Cats will meet Massachusetts at A m herst this weekend and
return to the Lewis Field House for
a home game against A m herst Mon
day evening at 7 p.m.

A igpar ago the W ildcats reached
A m herst for one of tlieir four wins,
a 53-52 upset victory in the A m herst
cage. Mooradian will probably string
along with play-makers Cos Sflcas and
Ted Trudel, rebounder Bill Haubrich,
H ym ie Gordon, and George Ford or
Joey W healton.

Durham Sports Schedule

Varsity Basketball — January 17,
Amherst 7:30 p.m.
Frosh Basketball — January 13, An
UNH
AM HERST
dover 7:30 p.m.; January 17, Exeter
Bill Haubrich, If
Ken Wright, If 4 p.m.
Geo. Ford, rf
Sterling Weaver, rf
Varsity Hockey — January 11, Nor
Hymie Gordon, c Howie Fisher, c wich 4 p.m.; January 13, MIT 2 p.m.;
Cos Sficas, lg
Frank Magee, lg January 16, Bowdoin 4 p.m.
Frosh Hockey — January 13, An
Ted Trudel, rg
Bob Hawkins, rg
dover 7:30 pm.; January 15, New
Hampton 4 p.m.; January 17, Tilton
The Mooradians will be out for re- 4 p.m.
venge against Red Ball’s Mass State
£ve. Saturday. The Redmen turned
S Stanczyk s varsity 52-45 a
year a^o m a game that was closer
Cleaning, Pressing
than the score would indicate. Ball
has an all-veteran club around for this
Repairing
1950-51 campaign paced by a trem end
ous threat in right forward Bill Prevey. His running mate is another
Best and Fastest Service in Town
gifted scorer Ed McCauley. Ray Gag
non, H al Ostman, and Bob Johnston
Laundry Agency!
round out the Redm en’s top five.
Richard E. “ R ick” W ilson and his
A m herst Lord Jeffs' will be the fea
ture of the opposition program in the
U N H varsity’s next D urham show
ing Monday January 17. W ilson’s
crew dropped their first four games
this year, but to some of the cream
of E astern Competition. They were
stopped by Yale 77-54, Columbia 7938, Rensalaer 62-57, and D artm outh
59-49. Only two seniors are listed on
the 15-man A m herst squad, and only
B R A D Me I N T I R E ^
one is a starter, captain Bob Hawkins.
D U R H A M , N E W H A M P S H IR E
Three sophomores, Ken W right, H ow 
ie Fisher, and Sterling W eaver.

Lineups

On the road and in the laboratory, Du Pont scientists are writing

TheInside Story ofEngineDeposits
Engineers have long known that de
posits which accumulate in gasoline
engines have a direct bearing on en
gine performance. Even now, how
ever, no way has been fotftid to elim
inate these deposits or their effects.
As a manufacturer of chemicals
used by the petroleum industry, the
Du Pont Company has a particular
interest in this problem. It is cur
rently the subject of a comprehensive
research project, conducted both on
the road and in the laboratory.
When Du Pont engineers began
their studies, some aspects of the re
lationships between engine, fuel, lu
bricant, operating conditions and de
posits were known. But to understand
how and why deposits form and to
develop corrective measures, they
needed additional information.
Engineers fake to the road

The University’s appetite was born
here. No one has even been known
to “die on” the way home from
one of our famous lunches. (5-28-34)
W e also have pennants and tobacco.

Amherst, Mass. Next
Foes of Cat Hoopsters

To get these facts, Du Pont engi
neers are supervising tests in a fleet
of. passenger cars and trucks that
travel hundreds of thousands of miles
yearly under carefully controlled con
ditions. The effects of deposits on
octane number requirement, valve
performance, spark plug condition
and other performance characteris
tics are measured. After each test,
the deposits are weighed and ex
amined physically and chemically.
In the laboratory, other engineers
study the effects of the same vari
ables on multicylinder engines. Here,
where closer control of the engines is
possible, greater attention can be
paid to specific fuel or engine operat
ing effects. Performance factors, such
as power output, can be more con
veniently measured.

A third group of Du Pont engineers
uses single cylinder engines in lab
oratory studies of deposit formation,
adhesion, removal and harm. Explor
ing new fields, these men had to de
sign complex instrumentation for
measuring factors such as surface
condition and deposit thickness.
Chemists synthesize deposits

Chemists, too, have an important
place in this research. They study
the chemical and physical character
istics of engine deposits. Among other
things, they devise ways of synthe
sizing, in fired engines, deposits con
sisting almost entirely of a single
chemical compound in order to study
its effect on engine performance.
The results of this comprehensive
research program are not yet con
clusive, although the relationships
between engine, fuel, lubricant, op
erating condition and deposit forma
tion and harm are much better un
derstood. In the past Du Pont scien
tists have licked everi"more difficult
problems. Working as a team, they
will persist in their effort to provide
the motorist with improved engine
performance through better fuels.

W. E. Bettoney (left), B .S. in M .E ., M aine

1939, tests installation of single-cylinder gaso
line engine used in study of factors influencing
deposit formation in the combustion chamber.

H. K. Livingston, Ph. D. in Phys. Chem.,
Chicago 1941, operates apparatus for measur
ing porosity and absorptivity of combustion
chamber deposits taken from test engines of
the D u Pont automobile test fleet.

DID YO U K N O W . . .
. . . a b o u t 6 0 % o f Du Pont’s sa le s to
d a y consist o f products that d id n ’t
exist o r w ere n't com m ercially a v a il
a b le 2 0 y e a rs a g o .

BETTER T H IN G S
Douglas L. Schultz (center), B.S. in M .E .,

M .I.T . 1947, supervises installation of engine
for study of deposit formation in truck operat
ing under heavy-duty conditions ,

F O R BETTER L IV IN G

. . . T H R O U G H C HE MI S T RY
Entertaining, Informative — Listen to “ Cavalcade of
A t^gjjca,” Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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Blood’s Ski Squad to Compete in
Hanover Open; Frosh Meet IC 4A
Ed Blood’s ski forces, stifled once by the cancellation of the
Lyndonville Open Meet, get into action again this weekend in the
Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Association.
The Wildcat varsity, led by captaki Jack Armstrong, will par
ticipate in a two-day open meet at Dartmouth. Two teams of Blood’s
langlauf aspirants are ticketed to compete in Saturday’s cross coun
try relays and five of the Cats will stay over f&r Class A and B
jumping Sunday afternoon.
Blood’s first relay quartet is com
posed of Armstrong, sophomores Bobby
Arsenault and Dick Snow and senior
Paul Rich. His second team will have
newcomers Bob Seickles, Skip Devitt
and Bob Lilljedahl running with veteran
MBill Manson.
On Sunday, Blood will send Arm
strong, Arssenault, SnoW and Rich, plus

Roland Voutour after their first jump
ing experience of the semester. The
nine-man New Hampshire squad is
readying itself for the onset of official
competition at the Colby Carnival, Jan
uary 19-20.
Blood will accompany his frosh squad
to Kimball Union Academy this week
end when the Blue frosh open their of
ficial season. An eight-man group, not
yet named by Blood is expected to make
the trip. The Cat frosh follow their out
ing this weekend' with a dual meet
against Dartmouth’s yearling team Jan
uary 20.

Kitten Pucksters Take 3-2
Overtime W in from Exeter
A. pair of timely goals by “ Bam bi”
King enabled the U N H frosh hockey
team to successfully open their 1951
puck season by edging a determined
Phillips Exeter Academy sextet, 3-2,
in two overtime periods Saturday after
noon at Exeter.
K ing tallied his first m arker on a
pass from Pete Swanson just 15 sec
onds before the end of regulation play
ing time, which tied the score and sent
the game into overtime. His second,
and m ost im portant goal, came at the
2:30 minutes m ark of the second over
time period, on a shot from out in
front of the net, and won the gam e
for the Freshmen.
The victory was hard-earned by
Pepper Martin’s Kittens, who had to
come from behind*’twice to gain the
verdict.
Exeter jumped into an early lead
in the first period with Hackl scoring
at the 10:00 minutes point. U N H
knotted the count early in the second
period on Bob H all’s shot from 15 feet
out. Bruce Willis received an assist
on the play. Exeter recaptured the
lead again in the first 40 seconds of
the third period, as M cN utt netted a
goal on a pass from Hackl. This con
cluded the scoring for Exeter, and
set the_ stage for K ing’s tieing and
game-winning goals.
Swanson and Willis were outstand
ing defensively for the K ittens. Both
teams were severely hampered by the
poor ice and lack of previous practice.
U N H — g, Duffy; Id, Willis; rd,
Swanson; lw, Johnson; c, Pointer; lw,
Hall. Subs — King, Jones, Muise,
Collela, Keefe, W hite, Gardner, Marsh,
and Beane.
9

TH EM ALL!
P h ilip M o r r i s challenges
any other leading brand
to suggest this test

66

>411111

1 . . . Light up a PHILIP M O RRIS

2 . . . Light up your present brand

Just take a puff— D O N ’T IN H A L E — and
s-l-o-w-l-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, isn’t it? And N O W . . .

Do exactly the same th in g— D O N ’T
Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from P H IL IP M O R R IS I
IN H A L E .

Other brands merely make claims—but P h i l i p M o r r is invites you
to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself.
Try this simple test. W e believe that you, too, w ill agree . • •
P h i l i p M o r r is is, indeed, America’s FINEST Cigarette!

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
means MORE S M O K I N G PLEASURE!

by Bill Reid

To a student of basketball strategy, the oppor
tunity of watching John Bunn’s Springfield Gym
nasts at the Lewis Field House the other night
was a three-course treat. In the hoop world of
1951, with its emphasis on the 100 score, his tacti
cal use of a zone defense and slow, deliberate of
fense has set him apart among American coaches;
a throwback to the possession basketball days of
the early twentieth century.
The amiable, curly-haired Bu$m is at once, one of the greatest
students and one of the greatest teachers of the court game that
America has ever known. He started his coaching career on the
Pacific Coast, where he gave basketball birth, in the formative era
of the game, to the Stanford immortal, Hank Lusetti. Since that
time, while his teams weren’t actually applying his policies on the
boards, he has written several texts anci pamphlets on the sport.
W ith that background, his tactics of possession basketball in this
wide-open offensive season are less of a surprise.
Zone Defense Controversial
The zone defense is one of the knotty problems confronting
present-day American cage interests. It has stumped more celebrated
coaches than New Hampshire’s Andy Mooradian, and thrown stop
pers at more finely-ground attacks than that of the Wildcats. All
the weeks of practice bent on perfecting the fast break, the screen,
the give-and-go style of p la y ; all this goes down the path of disuse
when it encounters a capable zone defense. More important from a
commercial viewpoint, zone defense is the Kiss of Death to a pro
moter. It saps the game of its speed, body contact and razzle-dazzle
passing play, and too many times, consequently, of its fans.
Thus far, very few concerted efforts have been made to pro
hibit the zone in either collegiate or professional ranks. It has been
spanked verbally, however, by dozens of American coaches, most of
them offensive wizards, who found the tightly packed zone too
stifling for their high-geared cuties to contend with.
N. B. A. Has No Opinion
In an N.B.A. game earlier this fall, Fort W ayne threw a zone
defense up against the all-powerful Minneapolis Lakers. The Lakers,
in turn, met inactivity with inactivity; refused to work the ball in,
and the mixed contest finally wound up with the Lakers on top, 1815. The crowd reaction was hardly complimentary. One of the
fans of the game was Association president, Maurice Podoloff. After
the game, Podoloff hurried to the Fort AVayne dressing room; then
to the Minneapolis dressing room. He talked boldly but briefly
with both coaches, and then walked out of the arena! Neither team
had shaded professional rules or the statutes of the N.B.A., and
until they did, nothing could be done.
Mooradian’s retaliatory tactics of overloading one side of the
zone, or setting from out front were neither flawless nor original.#
They were merely the only ones that were possible. Thus far, at
least, no other offense has been devised to cope with the zone. Bunn
is content to leave things that way.

Cats Shade Bates 43-42 in Thriller;
Gordon Torrid in 22 Point Effort

The first half was a sheer nightmare.
The Cats were able to connect on only
12 or 42 shots, despite the fact that the Johnson and Brown Star A s
majority of those attempted were inside
Frosh Belt Tilton 65-45
foul line.
The game started without a floor goal
j ere Chase bowed favorabIy into the
being scored for the first five minutes. fiies of D urham coaches Saturday when
Larry Quimby slopped in a goal to open his U N H yearling crew hung up a
the scoring, but George Ford and Bill 20 point victory over T ilto n °in the
Haubrich scored in a similar manner to opener of their” 1951 season,
give New Hampshire a 2-1 edge. W ith , Chase had- 15 of his men m uniform
handoff plays functioning perfectly, the and sent all of them into the fray
Cats still couldn’t register. They trailed which didn’t open up until late in the
at half-time, 20-19.
I third period.
Acting captain Burt
Haubrich, Ford, and Gordon all began Lightbody of Lowell, Mass. was the
to hit mid-way through the third period, K itten floor general through m ost of
and although Larry Quimby, Charlie the contest. H igh man for the frosh
Buckman and Bob Carpenter kept Bates was Ed Johnson, formerly of Philips
in the game temporarily, they couldn’t Andover
Academy,
who dumped
through seven field goals and a trio
quite match the Mooradians.
Bill Haubrich and George Ford dunk of free throws for 17 points.
The K ittens will meet Andover on
ed the clinching foul shots for the Cats.
Saturday _ in a 7:30 p.m. go at the
*Box Scores
Lewis Field House and follow with
UNH
another home game against E xeter
B A TES
F T W ednesday at 4 p.m.
G F T

P ersy
u c k m a n , rf
B lack m an, if
Q uim by, c
C a rp n te r, rg
C ollins, lg
C a rp e n te r, rg
TO TA LS

2
3
3
5

2

0 4
2 8
0 6
2 12
7 11

0 11

2 7 11
15 12 42

W

PHIUPMORRIS

3
0
2

F o rd , rf
W h elton
H a u b ric h , If
G ordon, c
T ru d e l, rg
Sficas, lg
TO TA LS

2

2
0
17

FINE FURNITURE
FOR OVER 50 YEARS
Serving Dover and Durham

E. MORRILL
Furniture Co.
421 Central Ave.
Tel. 70

CALL
FOR

Cat tales

99

Bad basketball returned to Durham Monday evening, as New
Hampshire’s Wildcats eked out a 43-42 win over the Bates’ Bob
cats, before 1000 frantic fans at Lewis Field House.
Led once again by hookin’ Hymie Gordon, the Mooradians fired
up enough good shooting in the third period to take a permanent
lead. Hymie hit for ten baskets and two foul shots to maintain his
19 point average.

HUNDREDS OF THO USAN DS OF
SM OKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATIN G, D EFIN ITELY MILDER!

WvM
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7 UN H F ro sh (65)
2
Rf, Jo h n so n 7-3— 17; S to n e 1-1— 3 ; O stra n d e r
8 1-1— 3 ; W h e ele r 0-0— 0 ; c, U lc ic k a s 3-0— 6 ; M o r
22 gan 2-1— 5 ; C ullen 0-0— 0 ; rg, L ig h tb o d y 3-1— 7
2 M cK eon 3-0—6 ; Love 0-0— 0 ; lg, W atson 3-2— 82 M cL aughlin 0-0— 0 ; G ra n t 0-0— 0.
T O T A L S : 28-9—65
43 T ilto n (45)
Lg, P iro z e k 1-1— 3 ; F lu tte r 0-0—=0; Y oung 0-0— 0 ;
rg, H arrin g to n 2-3— 7 ; N a p o lita n o 0-0— 0 ; c, A rdus
0-0— 0 ; N eilson 0-2— 2 ; M cC arth y 1-0—2 ; If, M c
K in n o n 4-5— 13; R idgly 1-0—2 ; G reen 1-0—2 ; rf,
H offm an 4-6— 14; H a rris 0-0— 0 ; A nel 0-0— 0 ; S ane!
0-0— 0.
T O T A L S : 14-17— 45

SPO RT SHORTS
Paul W ym an, defensive end on the
unbeaten U N H football team, recent
ly passed the w ritten examinations as
a state basketball official. A hoop star
in secondary school, Paul concentrated
on football in college.
Coach P at Petroski claims that his
U niversity of_New H am pshire hockey
captain, Wallie Fournier, is the small
est college puckster in New England.
“ He claims he’s 5' 4", says Pat, ’’but
it m ust be in high heels.”

Andrea J. LaRochelle
Jeweler
Form erly E. R. McClintock
W atchm aking, Engraving, and Jew elry R epairing

Dover, N. H.

Rochester, N. H.
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Prof-iles

Government Course

by Priscilla Hudson

Carnival Sculpture Theme

Prof. G. R. Johnson, Teacher Scholar Stresses Self-Education

,

three U NH students sworked in munici
pal offices in Dover. On Nov. 17, Foster’s Daily , Dover Democrat said this
about their work:
“Particular attention is again due the
voluntary in-service training of government students from the University of
New Hampshire. . . . The City is indebted to the University and its students
for this assistance. It is hoped that the
training and experience gained will be
some repayment for this excellent onthe-job program.”

Displaying a model of the giant snow statue between them, Chairman
Art Leach and Peg Armitage, who designed the central Carnival figure, ponder over the problem of construction. The statue will stand before DeMeritt
j j aii during the Carnival Weekend and will be combined with the throne for
Carnival Queen. The sculpture will consist of a U N H Wildcat crowned
as Carnival King. Each dormitory, fraternity, and sorority on campus will
compete in snow sculpture statues as in past years. Originality will count
in their construction and, as a reminder, the theme is “ Frozen Fantasy”,
The weekend is being sponsored by the Outing Club, February 14 through
the 18th.
-—-------------------------------------------- ------------ ~
'
----------------------------------—
“
‘

Sousa Concert Saturday

Under New

M anagem ent

Tanguay Yarn Shop
Every Type

of

Knitting

Material

Featuring
Argyle Kits and Sweater Yarn

M argaret LaBonte, Owner
Morrill Bldg.
Ab ove

The

Central Ave.

BRAD

M c lN T IR E

Dover N ew s Shop

A rth u r Kaben

Northwestern

VerSffy

W iV 'isW W S '
R O B E R T P. A L I E
Doctor of Optom etry
450

Central

Avenue

Dover, N . H .

a n d by
A p p o in tm e n t
Closed

Over

L ig g e tt’s Drug

W ednesday
C O PR.. THE AM ERICAN TO BACCO CO M PAN Y

Eyes exam ined, prescriptions
and
prom pt service on repairs
of a ll types.

L.S/MFT'lvcky' Shrike Means Fine Tobacco
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New Hampshire Art Exhibit Here
The annual exhibition of the New
Hampshire A rt Association is being
shown in the A rt Division of the Ham
ilton Smith Library January 3-31. This
exhibition was assembled in November
for the Currier Gallery of A rt by an
out-of-state jury consisting of a painter,
a museum director, and an art critic.
Of special interest to the University
family is the painting by Paul Dufour
which was awarded the Currier Gallery
of A rt prize. Mr. Dufour was grad
uated from the University of New

( Hampshire in June, 1950, and was a ma
jor in Art. He is now doing graduate
work in painting at Yale University. The
painting by Glen A. Krause which was
awarded the American Association of
University Women’s Plaque is also in
cluded in the exhibition. Mr. Krause is
Head of the Department of A rt at Phil
lips Exeter Academy.
Forty-two paintings are included in
this show.
Be ever watchful for children.

PAGE SEVEN

Sousa Tickets

Sousa Clinic Here, Saturday

Students may buy tickets to the
Sousa Concert of January 13, N. H.
Hall, 8 p.m. at a 60 cent rate if
they purchase them at the Bookstore
before noon, January 13. They must
present their identification card at time
of purchasing ticket.
Tickets may
also be purchased at the door with
identification card.
K arl H. Bratton
Accidents are preventable.

AVIATION! CADETS

WITH A YEAR
OF THE W ORLD’S F I N E S T
AVIATIO N T R A IN IN G IN THE
U. S. A I R FORCE

John Philip Sousa — America’s greatest bandmaster and composer of
marches whose memory will be honored here.

-

SO U SA DAY

(continued from page 1")
Of national significance is the fact
that some of the nation’s leading music
publishers have halted production on all
other publications in order to produce as
much reedited Sousa material as possi
ble before the Sousa Band Clinic. Most
of the reediting has been under the di
rection of Mr. August Helmecke and
such editions are termed “Helmecke edi
tions”. The Presser Company, Carl
Fischer, and Sam Fox, publishers, have
each offered to provide free copies of
conductors’ scores to delegates as a
courtesy to the Clinic.
The widely-read Instrum entalist maga
zine, the band masters’ bible, will devote
the coming March issue to Sousa and
the correction of his works. The issue
is to include a complete writeup on the
U N H Clinic.
It is interesting to observe that Sousa
is often considered the most important
American composer and that he is recog
nized not only in the world of band mus
ic, but also in the sphere of classical
compositions. Besides over a hundred
marches he wrote a hundred comic
operas, six suites, and six symphonic
poems. To supplement this work the
versatile musician credited himself with
two novels and an autobiography.
Unique as a bandmaster, Sousa was
admired and respected by all who worked
under him. An old annecdote relates

Yes, sir—it takes a fuU year’s training as an Aviation Cadet
to earn your commission as an officer and pilot in the U. S.
Air Force. But that commission is worth its weight in gold.
And when you strut those wings and bars for the first time
you can be sure that you’ve had the finest instructors and
training equipment that any flying man ever had . . . that
you are ready and able to carry out any mission assigned.
For the Air Force believes being a good pilot is just one
of the qualities necessary . . . you must make a good officer
as w e ll. . . capable of commanding the respect of superiors
and subordinates alike . . . capable of assuming and dis
charging the responsibilities of your office . . . capable of
being an officer of the U. S. Air Force.

So...
IT !

— Greek W orld

!<...a full year’s trainingm

tub m a c h

!

In jet-pilot language that means . . . GET
GOING AND GET GOING FAST! Your take
off point is the Aviation Cadet Selection Team
which will soon visit your own college campus.
Bee if you can qualify. If you can . . . you’re on
the way up to the top. First stop . . . aviation
cadet training school. First pay . . . $105 a
month for one year with all clothing, food, medi
cal and dental oare provided free. First com
mission . . . 2nd Lt. in the U. S. Air Force
Reserve. Beginning salary close to $5,000 a year.
You’ve got a top job and with your training
and experience you’ll stay on top.

..earn your wings

G e t o n Top • • • S t a y o n T o p . . •
w it h th e U . S . A i r F o rc e
" ...g e t going fast"

(continued from page 2)
Lambda Chi; Chet Gadzinski, Acacia,
to P at Gilman; Jack Cyr, Lambda
Chi, to P at O ’Rourke, Baltimore, Md.;
Bob M cLaughlin, Lambda Chi, to
L orraine Koenig, Norwalk, Conn.
M arriages: Lois H unt, Phi Mu, to
T urk Turcotte, grad.; Jack Baker,
Acacia, to Lois Olson, grad.; George
Tsirimokos, Acacia, to Juiie Demos,
Manchester.
Pledges: Phi Mu — Nancy Hall.
Acacia — Roger J. Saunders, Earl
Thomas, Jack Weeks, Jerry Sawyer,
Ron Ruffle, Elmer Richardson, W il
liam Crafts, Cal Yeaton, Bob Becker,
Dick Dresser, H enry Hamilton, Jim
Hind, Stuart Murphy, Nick Skaperdos, Ralph Asadorian; Phi Alpha —
E rnest Greenberg, Marv Levins, Don
Rothberg, A rt Meyers, Charlie Eluto,
Bob Hoose, Carl Cohen, Dave Cohen.

Durham, N. H.

Fri.-Sat.

Jan. 12-13

R O G U ES O F S H E R W O O D
FOREST
(in color)
John Derek

Sun.-Mon.

January 15 thru January 19
9 A. M.

—

5 P. M. Daily

Pettee Hall

Jan. 14-15

TO A ST O F N E W
O R LE A N S
(in color)
Katherine Grayson
M ario Lanza
Tues.

Jan. 16

DARK CITY
Lizabeth Scott
Wed.

Don DeFore

N EW S

Canterbury Club
On Thursday, January 11 at 7 p.m.
in the Trophy Room of Commons, Bis
hop Dallas will speak to Canterbury
Club on the subject of ‘Baptism and Con
firmation”.
Two students will report to the Club
at this time on a meeting which they re
cently attended in Michigan concerning
the formation of the National Canter
bury Association.

O T Club
The Occupational Therapy Club will
hold a meeting Thursday, January 11, at
3 :30 in South Congreve. There will be
an OT Tea and a business meeting. Fol
lowing the business meeting a repre
sentative of the Medical Specialties Corp
of the Army will speak on occupational
Therapy opportunities in the services.
All are urged to come.

THEATRE
D O V E R , N. H.

Thurs.-Sat.

Jan. 11-13

Y O U N G D ANIEL B O O N E
David Bruce

Christine Miller
and

RETURN O F THE
FR O N T IER SM A N
Gordon M acRae

Julie London

Jan. 17

STELLA
Ann----------------------Sheridan
Victor
a_ Mature

U. S. AIR FORCE

C LU B

FRANKLIN UPTOWN
Diana Lynn

Your U. S. Air Force
Selection Team « i» be here:

that he never glared or made a scene
when one of his band made a mistake in
musical rendition. The conductor would
put his remarkable memory to work, and
if the part was played correctly the
next time he would place his hand over
his heart and bow profusely in the mid
dle of a performance.
Sousa Proclaimed Internationally
As a conductor, Sousa is remembered
for his display of grace and master
showmanship. He served five different
presidents as official government band
master. His United States tours took
him into every town and hamlet. His
marches were hit tunes of the day and
favorite dance melodies. On his many
tours abroad, Sousa was proclaimed the
world over. Both French and English
governments honored him with medals.
His rendition of Strauss was considered
so fine that the German government re
quested all military bands to play a la
Sousa.
The cultural heritage of Europe was
brought to America with the help of
Sousa in good musical taste. He was
among the first to make suitable arrange
ments of orchestral music for«bands. As
a pioneer figure- responsible for the place
of the band in public school education,
Sousa is too seldom given credit.

Thurs.

Jan. 18

GUILTY O F T R E A SO N
Charles Bickford

Paul Kelly

Sun.-Thurs.

Jan. 14-18

P A G A N LOVE S O N G
Esther W illiam s

Howard Keel
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Stumpers Consider
Important Business

(continued from page 6)

The Stumpers will hold a meeting to
night at 7 :30 p. m. in the Pine Room at
Ballard Hall. Important business to be
discussed includes the role of debating
on campus in view of recent develop
ments. The University’s attempts to
assert itself in intercollegiate debate
competition has been dealt a severe blow
by the resignation of the debate coach.
The club will have to decide on the
future of the campus in the debating
field. However, the club will still con
tinue its campus projects.
A committee will be formed tonight to
run the annual Comic Debate. The
Model Congress also will be a feature
campus activity in March.
The Executive Committee invites any
student interested in our projects or
who has views on the continuation of
intercollegiate debating by U N H to at
tend this meeting.

Frosh Marksmen Win
Coach Joe W hite’s frosh rifle team
registered its first win of the semester
Saturday when<they posted a lopsided
1309-1188 margin over the Norwich
Freshm en in a postal match.
Eddie Antz led the New H ampshire
scoring with a 267 point total. He
was followed by Ed Coleman with
265, Jack S |£ a 261, Alexander W alsh
259, and H ank Clark with 257. Sam
Coudrey led the H orsem en plebe with
a 257 point effort.
The varsity squad, firing for a pos
tal meet with the University of W yo
ming turned in a 1376 point total.
Ralph H ayes was again high man for
■the W ildcats with a score of 280'.

-

DRAFT
(continued from page 1)

cation, and it will institute a system that
is more fair to the male student than the
one now adhered to. The matter is to
be taken to President Chandler, by Dean
Medesy and Professor MacIntyre ac
cording to Mr. Standish.

went to Mexico where they served as
directors to a group of 25 college stu
dents working in the village schools
dents working in the village schools
near Mexico City.
Better Teaching
Dr. Johnson’s primary interest is in
better teaching. In his own words, “The
University exists for more efficient
teaching — this should be the goal of
every instructor.” * A favorite theory of
Dr. Johnson is that of self-education.
“There are two types of education: the
bottling works type, where the professor
fills the bottles, prys off the caps at
exam time, and hopes for effervescence;
and the swimming pool variety, where
the student jumps in and learns to swim
for himself, coached on by the instruc
tor.” These examples illustrate the pro
fessor’s belief that an education is ob
tained only when the student learns to
think for himself.
The courses Dr. Johnson now teaches
are Introduction to Contemporary Civil
ization, The Far East, History of Re
ligions, and Historical Origins and De
velopment of Christianity.

— Dorm Doings
(c o n tin u e d Iro m p a g e 2)

lucky Brook House girls being evicted.
They are also planning a going away
party. . . Somebody walked through
the door at Gibbs without opening it.
He wasn’t a ghost either by the looks
. . . H as Gerry Quirk, Smith, finally
chewed all her bubble gum? The pre
miums must have been good to rate
fifty bubble gum wrappers. . . . Is
North Congreve’s ukulele player M ar
cia W hitaker working for a job with
A rthur Godfrey? Late news — Rev.
W arren K ingsbury officiated at the
wedding of T erry and H arry at Brook
House.
Ann Livingston, South Congreve,
engaged to H ow ard Pearson, D art
mouth; Ann Hayden, commuting, to
George Emery, Hetzel; Phyi Brierson,
Scott, to David Green, Malden, Mass.
Carl Ordway, Englehardt, married
to Florence Turnbull, Paterson, N. J.

Frosh Snowball Hop
Held at N. Congreve
The Freshman dance, entitled “Snow
ball Dance/ will be held Saturday, Jan
uary 13 from 8 to 11 :30 p.m. in Con
greve North. This is the first time in
history of the University that the dance
has been held in a women’s dormitory.
An admission fee of one dollar per
couple will be charged, and due to the
limited space only a limited number of
tickets will be available. The dance
committee, made up of the class officers,
has arranged to have Bill Shea and His
Combo, a group made up of students,
supply the music.
The various committees connected
with the dance are, decorations headed
by Ann Higgins, publicity headed by
Marilyn Calkins, tickets headed by
David Venator, and the crew committee
with Joe Regis as chairman.

-

Brad McIntyre Contributes
To Jacket Fund; Total $485
Chairman Jerry Nolan announced that
a startling donation by Brad McIntyre,
owner of the College Shop, raised the
total from $435.08 to $485.08. The com
mittee expressed their gratitude to Mr.
McIntyre.
Chairman Nolan further announced
that the jacket fund dance was success
ful to the tune of $70.00. The committee
has expresssed its thanks to the admin
istration for the use of N. H. H a ll;
President and Mrs. Chandler; Dr. and
Mrs. Wayne Koch; and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Lundolm; the Wildcats, . directed
by Ron Peterson, for their music; the
janitorial services; ticket-takers; police
service; and all others who helped make
the dance a success by their efforts.

Council Agenda
The Student Council will convene
January 8 in the Organizations Room,
Commons at 7 p.m. The agenda for the
meeting will be as follows: change in
rules for dropping courses, and academic
averages; report of the U N H Jacket
Fund Committee by Jerry Nolan and
Robert Houley; request from Sopho
more Shpinx for budget change; and a
report on joint student government by
the Council Policy Committee.
Also up for consideration at that time
will be the Pepcats’ Constitution; Don
Leavitt will present the Class Constitu
tions ; presentation of Council K eys;
and announcement of appointments.
Sousa Concert Saturday

STATE THEATRE
DOVER, N. H.

B R O O K H O U SE

(continued from page 1)
beginning of the year, these girls, who
are all freshmen, have started their col
lege career together and helped each
other to solve their problems. They
think that by being in a very small
dormitory has been a great factor in
their becoming quickly adjusted to the
new life at the University.
Lois Long, of talent show fame,
states “ W e have become attached, not
only to the house, but to one another,
and feel that due consideration should
be given us in the m atter. Moving
would mean adjusting ourselves all
over again before the second semes
te r.” Ruth Towle, president of the
dorm, states “ The notice of having
to move at exam time has greatly up
set the girls. Many parents have been
upset by disheartened phoni calls from
their daughters. The girls are willing
to cut down on expenses if it could
enable them to keep their Brook
House. ”
To clarify Miss Tow le’s statement,
in order to cut down expenses, the
girls are willing to do the complete
cleaning, thus doing away with maid
service, and cut down on electricity
and heat.

★ DOVER
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Fri.-Sat.

Jan. 12-13

SURRENDER
Thurs.-Sat.

Jan. 11-13

Vera Ralston

John Carroll
also

W A T C H THE BIRDIE
Red Skelton

Arlene Dahl

THE GREAT TRAIN
ROBBERY
Tom Conw ay

Ann Miller

M argaret Hamilton

Sun.-Tues
Sun.-Wed.

Jan. 14-17

FOR H E A V E N 'S SA KE
Clifton W e bb

Joan Bennett

Joan Blondell

Jan. 14-16

THE CAPTURE
Teresa W right

Lew Ayres

Wed.-Thurs.

Jan. 17-18

W Y O M IN G M A IL
Stephen M cN a lly

Alexis Smith

Plus Selected Shorts

P H O T O G R A P H S T A K E N ON C A M P U S

Make

the tobacco growers

M I L D N E S S TEST Y O U R S E L F . . .
K B 'S.*.C om pare Chesterfield with the brand you’ve
been smoking . . . Open a pack . . . enjoy that milder
Chesterfield aroma.
And—tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder. So
smoke Chesterfields—prove they do smoke milder, and they
leave N O U N P L E A S A N T A F T E R - T A S T E .

Chesterfield

Copyright 1951, L ig g e tt & M yers T obacco Co.

